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RASED:3 MPS ARE 32 YEARS OF AGE
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15 MPs are within the age group of 3040- years.
3 MPs are 32 years of age, which are Eimad Al-Adwan, Marwa Al-Saoub, and Yazan Shdeifat.
23 returning MPs from the 18th Parliament.
17 MPs are representing political parties and currents.
The only parties to reach the 19th Parliament were the Islamic Action Front, the Islamic
Center(Wasat), the United Jordanian Front, and the Jordanian Loyalty (Wafa’).
51.8 years is the average age of the 19th Parliament’s members.
21 MPs are within the age group of 61 and over.
The age group 5060- is the most represented in Parliament, with 39% of MPs falling in that
age group.
76.4% is the percentage of votes obtained by the winning lists out of the total number of voters.
43.3% of the total number of votes were obtained by the winners.
145,386 votes were received by the winning party and political currents lists.

* This work was carried out by long-term monitors as part of the process of monitoring the
parliamentary elections 2020
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Hayat - RASED: In continuation of Hayat-RASED’s work in election monitoring, we present a study
on the analyzes and information of the composition of the 19th Parliament, due to our belief in the
necessity of ensuring the flow of all information related to the composition of the parliament, MPs
age groups, new faces that entered the parliament for the first time, and the names of partisan MPs
and MPs within political currents.
In this context, Dr. Amer Bani Amer, General Director of Hayat-RASED, called on the members of the
19th Parliament to strengthen the channels of communication with the electoral bases and to devote
participation in the decisions that are taken, in order to harmonize the performance and aspirations
of the electoral bases and to build on their priorities within the regulatory and legislative frameworks.
The results of the study show that the number of new MPs who became members of the 19th
Parliament reached 98, while 23 MPs from the previous 18th Parliament MPs reached the 19th
Parliament, with 9 former MPs from Parliaments that preceded the 18th Parliament reaching the
new current Parliament.
With regard to the political parties and currents in the 19th Parliament, the study showed that 17
MPs from political parties and currents reached the 19th Parliament, of whom 13 were registered
in the party lists, and 5 of them were within the political currents allied with the parties. The results
showed that only 4 parties reached the 19th Parliament, namely, the Islamic Action Front Party with
5 MPs, the Islamic Center(Wasat) Party with 5 MPs, the United Jordanian Front Party with one MP,
and the Jordanian Loyalty (Wafa’) with one MP. It should be mentioned that the votes obtained by
the winning parties’ lists, reached 145,386 out of 1,387,711 voters in the elections.
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As for the distribution of MPs according to age groups, it was found that the average age of the 19th
Parliament reached 51.8 years, and it was found that 15 MPs were within the age group of 3040-,
while 43 MPs were within the age group 41 - 50, with 51 MPs within the age group 5160-, and
21 MPs were over the age of 61. It should be noted that the youngest MPs are Eimad Al-Adwan,
Marwa Al-Saoub, and Yazan Shdifat at the age of 32 years old, while the oldest MPs being Nawwaf
Al-Khawaldeh from Mafraq Governorate, at 74 years old.
Regarding the total number of votes obtained by the lists that won seats in the 19th Parliament, the
number of votes reached 1,060,151 out of 1,387,711 voters in the elections, which is 76.4% of the
total votes, and 22.8% of the total number of those entitled to vote in Jordan. As for the total number
of votes obtained by MPs who won seats in the 19th Parliament, their vote count reached 604,126,
and the percentage of votes obtained by the winners reached 43.3% of total votes in the elections,
which is 13% of the total number of those entitled to vote in Jordan.
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